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1. Introduction
In the Quantum Theory the fermion behavior is depicted by the spinor 	: The
probability current vector
 !
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Let this spinor be expressed in the following form:







exp (i  g)  cos (b)  cos (a)
exp (i  d)  sin (b)  cos (a)
exp (i  f)  cos (v)  sin (a)








In this case the probability current vector
 !
j has got the following components:
1










(a)  sin (2  b)  cos (d  g)  sin
2












(a)  sin (2  b)  sin (d  g)  sin
2











(a)  cos (2  b)  sin
2









then  is the probability density, i.e.
R R R
V
 (t)  dV is the probability to nd
the particle with the state function 	 in the domain V of the 3-dimensional space
at the time moment t. In this case, f;
 !
j g is the probability density 3 + 1-vector.
If
 !
j =  
 !
u ; (1.3) LAB: w2
then
 !




















=   V
4




= sin (2  a)  [cos (b)  cos (v)  cos (g   f) + sin (b)  sin (v)  cos (d   q)] ;
V
4
= sin (2  a)  [cos (b)  cos (v)  sin (g   f) + sin (b)  sin (v)  sin (d  q)] ;
(1.5) LAB: w4













= 1: (1.6) LAB: VV

















exp (i  f)  cos (v)













= 1.Hence, the left particle velocity equals
1; hence, the mass of the left particle equals to zero.
Let U be the weak global isospin (SU(2)) transformation with the eigenvalues
exp (i  ).
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In this case for this transformation eigenvector  :







exp (i  g)  cos (b)  cos (a)
exp (i  d)  sin (b)  cos (a)
exp (i  )  exp (i  f)  cos (v)  sin (a)
















  ; (1.7) LAB: w5





  = j j
2
 sin (2  a) 





  = j j
2
 sin (2  a) 
[cos (b)  cos (v)  sin (g   f   ) + sin (b)  sin (v)  sin (d  q   )] ;
(1.8) LAB: w6
2. THE WEAK ISOSPIN SPACE
In the weak isospin theory we have got the following entities (Global Symmetries,
Standard Model):
the right electron state vector e
R
,
the left electron state vector e
L
,








the left neutrino state vector 
L
,
the zero vector right neutrino 
R
.
the unitary 2  2 matrix U of the isospin transformation.(det (U) = 1) (Gauge
Symmetry).
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The corresponding eigenvalues are: 1, 1, exp (i  ), exp (i  ), 1,1,
exp ( i  ), exp ( i  ).




































































































































































































































































= exp ( i  ) e
Lb
.






. The vectors h
k
constitute the orthogonal
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 cos () + V
4a






 cos ()   V
0a






 cos ()  V
4b






 cos () + V
0b
 sin () :
Hence, every isospin transformation divides a electron on two components, which






















be denoted as the antidiogonal matrices.






) of the Cliord pentad dene the 3-dimensional






are located. The physics objects move in this space.











are located. The weak isospin transformation acts in this space.
3. GRAVITY
Let x be the particle average coordinate in <, and m be the average coordinate of
this particle in

A. Let x+ i m be denoted as the complex coordinate of this particle.

































This is very much reminds the Newtonian gravity principle (Classical Theories
of Gravity).
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